
Simple Assembly Instructions - Please keep for future reference

IMPORTANT

1. Read these instructions carefully and

    familiarise yourself with the procedure

    before assembling the unit.

2. Check that you have all the component

    parts following the list on the back

    cover and familiarise yourself with 

    each part before proceeding.

3. Take all the fittings out of the plastic bag

    and separate them into their groups.

4. Ensure you have enough space to lay out

    all the parts before assembly.

Verona Beech / Silver Shelving UnitComponents

5. To avoid scratching it is recommended 

    that you assemble the unit on a soft 

    level surface.

Fittings

8-
03

A 4 x Cap Screw

D 1 x Screw

C 1 x Screw

3 x ShelfA

12 x LegC

4 x FootB

1 x Wall StrapB

E 1 x Wall Plug

1 x Top ShelfD



Assembly Instructions Assembly Instructions
Stage 2 – Finishing the Unit

Care and Maintenance

Stage 1 – Fitting the Legs

Safety
To avoid any risk of suffocation to animals or children dispose of the plastic
bags immediately.

Fitting
From time to time please ensure there are no loose screws on the product.

Cleaning
As with all surfaces clean with a damp cloth and mild detergent, do not use bleach 
or abrasive products.

2. 	Now place the unit in the desired 
location.	
See fig. 6.
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IMPORTANT: When drilling into 
walls always check that there 
are no hidden wires or pipes etc. 
Make sure that the screws and 
wall plugs supplied are suitable 
for supporting the unit. Consult 
a qualified tradesperson if you 
are not sure.

2. 	Use Legs C  to fix the Feet B  
onto the Shelf A .	
See fig. 2.

3. 	Use Legs C  to fix the other 
Shelves A  onto the unit.	
See fig. 3.

1. 	Unscrew Cap Screws A  from the 
Feet B .	
See fig. 1.

NOTE: It would be useful to ask 
     someone to help you at this
     stage.

1. 	Use Cap Screws A  to fix the Top 
Shelf D  on the top of the unit.	
See fig. 4.

3.	 Use Screw D  to fix the Wall 
Strap B  onto the underside of 
Top Shelf D .	
See fig. 5.
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4.	 Using a drill, predrill a hole at the 
desired height. Use the Wall Plug 
E  to fit to the hole. Pass Screw  
C  through loose end of Wall Strap 
B  to fix the unit into the wall.	
See fig. 5.
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